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ADVANCED STUDY ON THE MOMENT DISTRIBUTION METHOD 
AND ITS 

APPLICATION TO SID SWAY PROBLEMS 

by 

CHENG-LIANG WANG* 

SYNOPSIS 

The process of moment distribution is based upon the re- 

peated application of the principle of superposition. Artifi- 

cial restraints are imposed on the structure and subsequently 

eliminated. The combined effect of these is the same as would 

exist in the actual structure without any of the assumed re- 

straints. 

First, the fixed-end moments are computed for the loaded 

span (or spans); secondly, the fixed-end moments occurring at 

joints not permanently fixed are balanced by distributing equal 

and opposite moments in accordance with the stiffness of com- 

ponent members. These distributing moments are finally carried- 

over to opposite ends of members, except where these ends are 

permanently hinged. 

Under the application of loads, the joints of the struc- 

tural members undergo either joint rotation or joint transla- 

tion. In some cases, both occur simultaneously. In this case, 

Graduate student of Civil Engineering Department, Kansas 
State University, Manhattan, Kansas. 
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it is better to divide the joint movement into two components, 

i.e., joint tranolation and joint rotation. By applying the 

theory of superposition, the effect of the two components are 

combined together. 

The moment distribution method is well apiaied in the so- 

lution of the sidesway problems. In the sidesway problem, 

first, joint rotation is considered; secondly, the joint trans- 

lation is considered. 

In the process of joint rotation, all joints, except 

hinged ends are held against rotation and all moments at the 

fixed ends produced by the actual loads are computed. These 

moments are balanced ar ;d distributed repeatedly until the de- 

sired accuracy is obtained. The final effects are combined to 

get the exact moment due to joint rotation. From these mo- 

ments, the reactional forces in the structure are obtained 

which are not true because in the joint rotation the joints 

have been prevented from translating, and, hence, additional 

forces are added. In the study of the effects of the addition- 

al moments, the forces with some macnitude but opposite in di- 

rection are aplied. The joint translation problems are in- 

volved in calculating the effects of the additional forces. 

the joint translation problem, first, the different joints 

translation should be known. This can be done by constructing 

a Alliot diagram so that the displacement of the joint can be 

visualized. homents due to joint translation are computed ac- 

cording to the lateral stiffness and are balanced and distri- 

buted until the desired accuracy is obtained. 



INTRODUCTION 

The structural engineer of today is much concerned with 

the statically indeterminate structures. There are many 

rethods introduced for the solution of highly complicated 

structural problems. ;Since the development of electronic con- 

putor machines, which have proved highly efficient in the sol- 

ution of structural problems with high degree of statical in- 

determinarcy, the techniques of the short-cut and the approxi- 

mation method seem to have the tendency of losing their merits. 

nevertheless, the study of these methods for the solution of 

structural problems is very important for the students of 

structural engineering in order that they can have the ability 

to solve complicated structural problems easily and quickly 

without the help of computor machines. Among the methods, the 

moment distribution method is considered to be one of the best. 

It is a method of solving for the moment in continuous beams 

and frames by successive approximations. It became generally 

known to structural en inners through the publication of iiardy 

Cross' classic paper in 1932. It nay be described as a solu- 

tion by successive approximation of the slope-deflection eva- 

tions. It may be applied very quickly and simply for an ap- 

proximate solution or, with a little more labor, extended to 

any deL;ree of exactness desired. 
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SIGN CONVENTIONS AND NOTATIONS 

The following sign conventions and notations are employed 

in this report. Positive moments act counterclockwise at one 

end of a member. If they act clockwise, they are called nega- 

tive moments. 

The sign conventions employed in th._ moment diagrams are 

somewhat different. Positive moments are drawn on the com- 

pression side of the member and negative moments are on the 

tension side. 

The notations employed are as follows: 

E = Modulus of Elasticity 

I = Moment of Inertia 

M = Moment 

M Fixed-end Moment 

A, B, C, . . . . X, Y, Z = Joint 

L = Length 

D. F. = Distribution Factor 

K AB = Rotational Stiffness for the Member A B, etc. 

C. 0. F. = Carry-over Factor 

C. O. M. = Carry-over Moment 

Q = Auxiliary Force 

P = Concentrated External Force 

= Summation 

zl = Displacement 

m, n = Correction Factor to the Moments 

a,e44 = Angle of Rotation 
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BASIC ASaMPTIONS MADE IN ENGINEERING 
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

The ordinary methods of structural analysis are based 

14.on the following fundamental assumptions: 

1. The material is homogeneous and isotropic. 

2. The material is stressed within the elastic limit. 

3. Displacomencs are small enowli that stresses, de- 

flections, etc., computed from applied loads assumed acting 

throui,:h the undeflected positions will not materially change 

as the diziaaceL,ents take :,lace. 

4. The surface effects of external loads are negligible. 

BASIC CONCEPTS: STIFFXtS3, DISTRIBUTION FACTOR, 
AND CARRY-OVER FACTOR 

/ B A m / 
A-----.. / 

13 / 
/ / e A 

4/- 
t / 

(a) Beam with one end fixed (b) Deflection diagram. 
and the other end hinged. 

Fig. 1. A beam with a moment at one end. 

In Fig. 1 (a) is shown a beam of Modules of Elasticity, 

E, and Moment of Inertia, I, loaded with a moment (or couple) 

at the hinged end chile the other end is fixed. In Fig. 1 (b) 

is shown the deflection curve of the beam. ;ince B end is 

fixed, there is no rotation of the bean at B. From the slope- 

deflection ejuation: 
M . 2 LI (20a) 4E I Qa 

(1) 



Apply a moment with a magnitude K such that it 1,roduces a 

unit rotation at the end A. Then: 

M K 4.11 (2) 

Define the term K as the stiffness factor of a beam and 

determine this for each member of the structure. The stiffness 

factor, as defined, is the moment that must be af,?,,lied at one 

end of a constant section member to -,roduce a unit rotation of 

that end when the other end is fixed. 

In Fig. 2. a clockwise moment, Mol i.s !lied at the 

ri;id joint X producin a clockwise rotAtion r.2c. The eluili- 

brium equation of joint X is: 

A 

Fig. 2. Frame with a moment at the joint, X. 

MXA MX13 MXC MO ° (3a) 

From the slope- deflection equation: 

KXA (4X )1dA) (3b) 

- KXB °X (3c) 

1.110 w Kxc )c (3a) 

But, MAX 66 KXA (;6gX 
4;A) " (3e) 

From which, 4A (3f) 



Albstituting e,iLition 3 (f) in equation (b): 

MXA - KXA (*4x) (3g) 

iAlbstituting ellation 3 (c), (d), (g) in equation 

Or: 

KXA ("-X) KXB QX KXC 6'XC - MO = 

0, in 110 A 
Y.KxA + KxB + Kxc 

0 

Oa): 

(3h) 

Jubstituting equation (3h) beck into the equations for the 

moments: 

''KXA 

M XA XA + K XB + K. 

KXB 

M 
XC 

MO (3i) 

0 (5j) 
+ K, AB + K XC 

Kxc 

Ao 
(3k) 

KXA KAB KXC 

The stiffness factor ratio in equations (3i), (3j), and (3k) 

i3 defined as the distribution factor. thus, for example: 

XA 

XA 
N.K 

XA 
+ K. 

AB + K XC 

(3m) 

is the distribution factor for end X of beam XA and is a 

measure of the i)ortion of the applied extern,.l moment at X 

which is tai:en by beam XA at end X. Then: 

M XA - -D XA XA 0 

MXC -DXC MO 

XB - '''DXB MO 

(4a) 

(4b) 

(4c) 

5 



From the slope-deflection equations, the moments Mme, 

MB, and Mcx in. Fig. 2 7rica found as follows: 

MAx Ulu (20A + Ox) 0 
MBX 'BX (44X) Ma 

MCX n (4X) a )I2MXC 

(5a) 

(5b) 

(5c) 
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The ratio of the far end moment to the rigid-joint moment 

is defined as a c rry-over factor and is denoted by the letter 

C. Thus: 

CXA 

eXB 

MCX 
C 

XC E7; 

0 (6a) 

ROTATIONAL STIFFNESS 

(6b) 

(6c) 

In Fig. 3 (a) is shown a beam having one end fixed while 

the other end is allowed to rotate under the influence of a 

couple, M. In order to find the angle of rotation 0, the 

effect of the moment M and the reaction R mv be considered 

separately. In Fig. 3 (b) the effect of the moment M and in 

Fig. 3 (c) the effect of the reaction R are considered sepa- 

rately. The deflections and angles of rotation can be found 

by the moment-area method. The shaded areas in the Fig. 3 (09 

(b), and (c) represent the moment diagrams. 



RL-M 
E I 

frf 

A 443) PI 
L 

(a) (b) 

EI 

EZ 

Fig. 3. Rotational stiffness. 

7 

(c) 

The deflection in Fir:. 3 (b) is p .M L L= ML 2 , 7 x x 7 7 
The deflection in .kit,. 3 (c) is A, 

c -EL L 2L -RL3 mrx x3. 

Since4 1 +42 . 0, therefore, - RL' = 0 
727 371 

R = (7a) 

Similarly, A . Al + 92 

By moment-area method: 01. ML -1-11., 

4- 171 - 21 1 

8 EL - RL 2 (7b)' rr 
Substituting equation (7a) in 

Then: 

= 
771 

. 4E I 8 

equation 

(7b) 

(7c) 

(7b)' 

when 8 is taken as a unit rotation, thui, M = 41:: I , let K 
I. 

be equal to 4E I , then M = K . 4E I where K is identical with 

equation (2). 
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LAU:HAL 6TIFFN.668 

ihe lateral stiffness is the measure of recistance to 

lateral displacement of one end of a member while both ends 

are fixed against rotation. 

In Fig. 4 (a), (b), and (c) are shown a beam of span L 

and of constant a. The summation of the effect in Dig. 4 (b) 

and Fig. 4 (c) is identical with Fig. 4 (a). she shaded areas 

represent the moment diagram. 

P 

M t 

B 
L 

PL 
El 

4 

By moment-area method: 

2 

= OL 
7T 

t 1 "1'., Jtiffnez;s. 

1 
= - x 2 L = 
tl 

= ML L = EL 2 7 " 2= 

+ =2 = 0 then, EL + -119 
2 

0 
7:T 

M = 
7 
P L (8a) 

( c) 

M 
El 



- Q + Q, - 

- -Me (at)) 

MT 

therefore, -6E41 I (80) 

If the downward disol cement ir; defined :,43 positive, then, 

M s 6E6 (8c)2 
L 

2he Lterll stiffness can be defined from equation (8c)', as 

the moment developed at the ends of a member due to the unit 

lateral dislaacement of one end. Thus, 

M 6E I 

L:UMMART 

(ad) 

9 

The process of moment distribution is based upon the re- 

peated apjication of the principle of superposition. Artifi- 

cial restr:dnts are imposed on the structure and subsequently 

eliminated. The combined effect of the6e the same as would 

exist in the actual structure without <iny of the assumed re- 

str. ints. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows a struc- 

ture loaded in one of its spans, the left end of which is per- 

l',,rently fixed. 



(a) Fraxe. (b, le.str5in 
the joint. 

10 

(c) a moment 
at the joint. 

2i,%. 5. Irincilde of superi,osition used in moment distribution. 

The ends of the to vertical members are also permanently fixed, 

while the end of the right horizontal member is hinged. 

If to the Fig. 5 (a) is added a couple at the center joint, 

see riL,. 5 (b), this addition should be compensated for by in- 

cluding the effect of an opposite couple, see Fie. 5 (c). This 

couple is mace eit101 to the fixed-end moment thr" at the right 

end of the si)an. The simultaneous moment at the left end, riFt, 

will be the fixed-end moment there. 

The effect of the opposite moment MF" will be to set up 

resisting moments in the four connecting members in accordance 

with their rotational stiffnesses. The resisting moments will, 

in turn, cause moments of one-half their magnitude at the fixed 

end (for the constant EI). 

The method of moment distribution as apiaied to structures 

in which the joints rotate but do not translate may be summa- 

rized as follows: 

1. Assume all joints held against rotation And compute 

all moments at the fixed ends produced by the actual loads. 

2. at each joint distriLute the unbalanced fixed-end 
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moments with opposite sign among the connecting members in 

proi-)rtion to their relative stiffness. 

Multiply the moments distributed to each member at a 

joint by the carry-over factor and set this product at the 

other end of that member. 

4. Distribute the moments thus carried-over among connect- 

ing members. 

5. Repeat the yrecess until the moments to be carried 

over are sufficiently small to be disregarded. 

6. ,Ldd all moments, with due regard for sicns, fixed-end 

moment:), distributed moments, caried-over moments --at each end 

of each member to obtain the true moments. 

JOINT TRANSLATION 

In a great number of actual structures, the joints can 

depart from their positions in the unloaded structure, and the 

movement will influence the magnitude of the bending moments 

caused by the load. 

Problems involving joint translations usually fall in two 

c_Itegories: those in which the original fixed-end moments are 

due solely to the joint movement; and those in which there 

exist, in addition, fixed-end moments due to loaded spans. 

An example of the first type is shown in Fig. 7 (a). A 

constant moment of inertia has been assumed for all members. 

In Fig. 7 (b) the bent is assumed deflected laterally, but with 

the top joints fixed against rotation. his movement will 

cause moment M at the tops and bottoms of the two vertical 



members, and CD. 

(a) 

Fig. '6. Moment lue to joint translation. 

From equation (8c)' le . 6E I 'MBA M AB 

MDC 6E MCD 

12 

:any convenient value can be used to replace M and the 

lateral force can be found by a shear equation. For example, 

replace M by 1000 kip-fb: 
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Kip-ft Kip-ft Kip-ft ,d1-ft 

+601,6 -601.6 -601.6 +601.6 
+7.8 +7.8 +7.8 +7.8 

-15.6 -15.6 
-31.3 -31.3 -31.3 -31.3 

+62.5 +62.5 
+125 +125 +125 +125 

-250 -250 
-500 -500 -500 -500 
+1000 *1000 

D. 0.5 

+1000 

0,5 0.5 

+1000 

0.5 

-7(1000-601.6) -46(1000-601.6) 

+800.8 Kip-ft +800.8 Kip-ft 

17ig. 6 (c) Moment distribution. 

shear forces corresponding to the 6 (c) 

2 x 800.8 + 601.6 . 140.24 kips 
20 

The true moments can be obtained by multiplying the moments in 

Fig. 6 (c) by the ratio of shear forces, i.e., 100 
140.24 

hus, M BA 601.6 x 100 - 430 kip-ft 
140.24 

M AB 800.8 x 100 - 573 kip-ft 
114-24 

.she point of zero moment cLx, be obtained by direct pro- 

ortion of the Loments shown in Fig. 6 (s). 
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K -ft ÷ 
430 

wp-ft 
573 

Thus: 

Kr-fl 10' . 20 X 430 

430 430 + 430 

8.35' = 20 x 430 
430 + 573 

573 16P-fl 

Fig. 6 (e). lioment diagram. lositive moments on the 
compression side. 

Another example of an unsymmetrical bent is shown in 

Fig. 7 (a). The rotational stiffnesses at the two joints are 

proportional to and and the lateral stiffnesses are proportion- 

al to -7 . The dimension of the cross-section of each member 
L 

is noted in Fib;. 7 (a). 

Kip k 
16.4- 

14, 

I')( 2 C 

22 IX2' 

A 

Fig. 7 (a). Unsymmetrical bent. 

i2' 



16A 
. 4 x 

1 
) x 

"f 
1 . 4 E (2) = E x o.44 

17 17 

let 4E be denoted as C. 

then K BA = C x 0.364 

K BC = K 
CB 

= C x (2) 3 = 0.571 C 
14 

3 
LCD " i U x ir - 1.688 C 

K BA = D 
BA 

is 0.364C = 0.39 
K BA + K BC 0.364C + 0.571C 

D BC - 1 - 0.39 = 0.61 

D CD = 1.688C = 0.75 
0.5710 + 1.688d 

D 
CB 

. 1 - 0.75 0.25 

Lateral stiffness for the member AB: (from ()llation 8 (d)) 

6L m 6E (23 
L lc (22)2 

For the hinged member CD, the lateral stiffness is: 

3E L = 3E 12 

The corresponding lateral moments at the joints A, B, and C 

due to , later,1 displacement at joints B and 0 are: 

NBA " MAB ` 

MCD " 3E iii! -1! 
12 

MBA : MOD " 6E 3 1 
p : 32 

22 

MBA : MCD 100 : 563 

15 
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Since A is an assumed magnitude of the displacement, make it 

equal to the value which makes MBA equal to 100 kip-ft. Then, 

ND - 563 kip-ft. Next, balance the moments due to the lateral 

displacement by distributing and carrying-over. 'phis is illus- 

trated in Fig. 7 (b). 

+87 -87 

-2 
+4 

+42 
-70 
-61 

0.39 0.61 

-2 

+28 

-39 
+100 

- 147 +147 

100 

-5 
+21 
+8 

-30 
-141 

-16 

+22 

-422 
+563 

0.25 0 . 7 5 

-A(100-87) 
94 

Fig. 7 (b). Moment distribution. 

The horizontal components of the reaction at the base are: 

MBA MAB and MCD or 94 + 87 and . 

22 

The sum of the horizontal components is 20.6 

kips and is much greater than the nctual external force, 16.4 

kips. hence, the multiplier 16.4 was used and the moments in 

Fig. 7 (c) multil_lied by 16.4 to get the exact moments. 
777 



Thus: 

M AB . 94 x 16.4 . 76 kip-ft 
7)(77 

M- is 87 x 16.4 . 70 kip-ft 
75-7 

17 

MCD 147 x azt = i18 kip-ft 

7.he moment diagram due to the loading in Fig. 7 (a) is shown 

in Fig. 7 (c). 

70 Kip -ft The points of zero moment are: 

He 

10.5 

Kir 
50 

15' 

-A- 

5 2 

22 x 10.5' 

14 x __-22 a 5.2' 
1184-70 

76 "-ft 
Fig. 7 (c). Moment diau;ram. 

THE MOMENT DISTRIBUTION METHOD Al4IIED TO ONETORY BENT 

The general case of a one-story bent is shown in Cie,. 9 (a). 

1=4-50o 

1=225 

A 

15' b. 15' 

iig. 8 (a). Unsymmetrical bent 
with sloping member. 

O 

fig. 8 (b). .illiot dia, ram 
for diaplaceiLent of 
joint C. 
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Due to a 50 
kips 

force, joint is is assumed to 

have a lateral displacement . The displacement of the joint 

C is obtained by constructing a iilliot diagram in Fig. 8 (b). 

From Fig. 8 (b): 
tan OL. C'0 C' C1 C' C1 -4 tancX 

M- 
1 

taut"( i8 therefore C'C .,4 x J.75 A 

similarly CC' - 1.25 4 

from eluation 8 (d), the moments due to the lateral 

displacements are: 

14111A 
- 

MIFIB 
Za 

) 
24 (15 

mtc m mgB m 122 2 "754 
(15) 

MICID Mtc , 1.254. 
(25)` 

a Then: mF 
"BA : "BC 

. 

"CD " 100 : -150 : 150 

Since is an assumed magnitude of displacement, can be 

adjusted so that the moment, MBA , is e4lial to 100 kip-ft. 

The moments due to A displacement at B are distributed and 

Carried-over as shown in Fig. 8 (c). 



Approximately 7 

D. F. 

+118 -118 
+111.3 -112.9 7.7 

+ 
-4.1 

+16.5 +33.5 
+100 -150 

-142 +142 
-141.6 +141.6 

-8.3 -8.4 
+16.7 

-150 +1 

100 

t118-ki 10Q) 15.1 - 

9 p-fi 

\6' 
Fig. 8 (c). Moment distribution. 

19 

+150 
-150-1) 
+g146 kip4-fa t 

The distribution factors shown in Fig. 8 (c) are obtained as 

follows i 

KBA gii KBC itig , therefore, 

DBC 1 - 0.33 0.67 

lig 8 2§ CB CD 

DOD 1 - 0.5 0.5 

0.5 

.0.33 

Assume a horizontal force, F, applied at joint B which 

kip -ft cause counterclockwise moments 109 kip at A and 146 
kip-ft 

at D as shown in Fig. 8 (d). 



P 

2d 

0 

B 

15, 

A 
15 

Kip 
\\ 

-1 

r Nft 
109 iciP-ff 146 

Fig. 8 (d). A free body diagram for the computation of P. 

20 

From equilibrium equation 2M at 0 0 

then -P x 20 15.1 x 35 + 11.5 x 50 - 109 - 146 - 0 

P - 42.5 kips 

Since the actual force P is 50 kips that the moments in 

Fig. 8 (c) should be multiplied by the factor 

Thus: 

MAB 109 x 1.17 128 kip-ft 

MBA 118 x 1.17 139 kip-ft -MBc 

MCD 
- 142 x 1.17 167 kip-ft -M 

CB 

MDc 146 x 1.17 - 171 kip-ft 

The moment diagram is shown in Fig. 8 (e). The points of zero 

or 1.17. 

moments are obtained by direct proportion. 



70' 

139 Kir 0 

'1\ 

139 

15 x 155-+ 128 

21 

7.81 

139 15 X 139 + 167 = 6.8 

167 
= 12.' 25 x 3 

Fig. 8 (e). Moment diagram. 

ArPLICATION OF THE MOMENT DISTRIBUTION METHOD 
TO THE GABLE BENT 

The simplest possible example of such a structure is shown 

in Fig. 9 (a). If subjected to the action of a concentrated 

load acting at the top joint, this joint will, due to symmetry 

of shape and loading, move down vertically while the two column 

tops will move horizontE.11y ts shown in Fif_;. 9 (a). All the 

members are of same EI. 

2,4T 

I 

IA /0' /o 

Fig. 9 (a) Gable bent. 

I0' 

/o' 
41 

D 

Fig. 9 (b). The displacement 
of joint, D, relative 
to joint, C. 
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In Fig. 9 (b) the relative displacepient of D with respect 

to C is equal to rig . 

Frost equation (Sc)' the moments due to the lateral dis- 

placeient in hie. 9 (a) and Fig. 9 (b) are obtained as follows: 

MBA 
mF 6E .17 A -6E1 --17 

10 

4C 14B 6E \2 6- 6-6I I If 4. 
(10P ) 

Therefore, WBA MBCt -141 : 100 

As before, adjust the value of A so that M:A and i'1 equal 

kip-tt kip-ft 
to 141 and 100 respectively. Due to symmetry, 

the moments at joints D and 13 are the same as in B and A. 

Next, distribute carry-over the moments as shown in 

Fig. 9 (c). 

D. F. 

108 -108 

+100 -100 

VENOM 
I t 

1 

16 1 

10 2 

J. MIMI 
-1,;1 + 0 
+24 +i7 

--1 WHEW 

-141 
+12 

2: -12 

A.E. 9 (c). tiloment distribution. 

.0.58 

D 
BC 

- 1-0.58.0.42 



The horizontal component of reaction at A and E is: 

117 Kip- ft 
r.) 

Fi 13 

10' 

HA k_i 
129 Kip -ft 

H 
A (129 + 117) . 24.6 kips 

10 

Fig. 9 (d). Free body diagram of member BA. 

The vertical component of reaction, R, is found in 

Fig. 9 (e). 

2:11 at 0 0 

R x 10 - 24.6 x 20 + 129 - 108.5 s 0 

R 47 kips 

Since symmetry, the vertical component of reaction at E is 

47 kips . 
K 

108.5 
irff 

rs--) 

20' 

C 

10' 

" A 24 
129 KY- ff 

R 

23 

Fig. 9 (e). Free body diagram from joint, Co to joint, A. 
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kips The actual external force is 24 kipdownward, hence, the 

obtained moments in Fig. 9 (a) should be multiplied by a faa- 

tor of in order that the sum of the vertical reaction 

at the base is equal to 24 
kips. 

Thus: 
-11? 

24 kip-ft 
!IBA 

al 
2 x 47 s 6-2u 

MAB 24 -129 x 2 x 4/ is -33 
kip-ft 

MCB - +108.5 x 2 
x44? 4 41 28 kip-ft 

The moment diagram is shown in Fig. 9 (f). 

28 Kir'''. ff 

33 Kip-ft 33 Kip-ff 

Fig. 9 (f). Moment diagram. 

In the case of an unsymmetrical gable bent, as shown in 

Fib. 10 (a), the displacements are functions of two unknowns. 

If X and Y denote the relative displacements of the top joint 

C with respect to the ends of AC and BC, and if it is assumed 

that the displacements are so small that A'C' -AC and B'C'eBC, 

then it can be shown that: 
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cos a2 +Q, cos(Xx cos (0(1 + No) 
X g. 

+ 1 sin '9(1 
sin ( 1 4. 2) 

.4L1. cos0(. +62 cos(Xa cos (0K1 Q01() 
s 

sin (al + 0(2T + 6 2 sin C(2 
The above equations as shown in Fig. 11 (b) by constructing 

a dilliot diagram. 

Fig. 10 (a). Consistent displacement of gable bent. 

2ig. 10 (b). A diagram showing the displacement of 
joint C. C' is the final ,position of C after 
the deflection of the structure. 
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From Fig. 10 (b): 
x tr-e* + + rt,'" 1 2 

Z_Ci Ce 0(1 

Lie Cg - 90 - (0(1 +0(2) 

443 C2f 0(2 

tr. 3.": 1 sin 0(1 

ar2- eg sin g (0(1 +0(2) eg =41 cos 0(1 sin 90-(GY1+a2) 

-Q COS 0(3. COB ( Cf<1 + 0(2) 
A cos 0(1 cos (c)(1 +(X2) 

-4;r2 sin (0(1 + 0(2) 

(0(1 +0(2) 

cos 0(2 

Therefore: 

Tr' C 2f 2 

= 2 2 
cos o( 2 Therefore: rri= 2 sin ((Xi "(2) 

X s + + 

By substituting: 
LI, 

4 
cos (Xi cos (0(1 +0(,) 6 cos 0(2 

X 4 i sin 0( + '' + " sin (0(1 +0(2) sin (oe 1 
+De 2) 

A cos o< + 41 cos 0(1 cos (0( +(X ) 
or X s n +p1 sin 0.<1 

1 2 

Similarly, by replacing Q and c<1 by 2 and 0(2 

Y 
4 1 0013 D(1 +Q2 cose(2 (cosoe +0(1) 

sin ( + 1) + 2 sin 0<2 

pi cos 0(1 + 42 cos 0(2 cos (0(1 +0(,) 
or Y + 2 sin (X 

sin (0(1 +0(2) 

A numerical example for the case of an unsymmetrical gable 
bent is given in Fig. 11 (a). 



20/ 

30 

I- 18' 32' -d 

Fif;. 11 (a). Unsyrmetricel e.able bent. 
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The structure shown in 11 (a) has a constant El with 

0( 
1 

= 530°8' 0(2 . 36°52'. 

-,ubstituting p(1 and 0<2 values in the equations for X 

And 1: 
QBc * 0.8 (Ai 

Y Q(;)) at 0.6 (z11 

From equation (Sc)' the later:d moments 

M AB * M BA aJa 2911 Ewa L" 
L 2 (30)2 

6E1 0.8 (41 1 + 41 2) . 
'IBC; a 'GB 

M CD . M DO 

M . ab td) 

(30)2 

= 6.r.1 0.6 (41+ 
-(7072 
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Therefore: M.- : M : M 
AB CD -DC : MDE sg MAB : 0.8 (M AB + M ) 

- -DE- 

0.34 
(MAB MDE) : MED 

let M1 denotes MAB and M2 denotes M DE 

Then: 

MAB MCD: MDC MDE sa M1 
: 0.8 (Ml + M2) : 0.34 (Ml + M2) : M2 

The distribution factors are: 

1 

.0.57 

D BC 

DCD 
- 0.43 

0.5 0.5 

.43 D 
DC 3 

0 DDE 
. ku- 0.57 

Fig. 11 (b). Deflected structure and fixed-end moments 
due to joint translation. 

Assume the deflected shape of the structure due to lateral 

moments as in Fig. 11 (b) with the lateral moments as shown. 

The moment distribution corresponding to Fig. 11 (b) is 

shown in Table 2. 
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Table 1. Mostent Distribution 

Joint A B C D B 

B A C B D C Z D 
D. F. 0 0.5 0.5 0.57 0.43 0.43 0.57 0 

-111 -111 o.8(me112) 0.8(memek-40444011+112 -0.54(m1+m2) 112 
112 4 

0.28012 -0.37612 

0.1M -0.4 0.I1 -0.4M -0026( .o.30 (M 4.0.143 +0.197ml_ 
___ 

.o.13011412) f0x511 -0.142112 -0.1(1e112) 

-0.212 40.071M1 

+0.19912 - .0.14712 

+0.065(11 +112 ) +0.085(11e12 ) -0.0711 +0.043(1112 ) 0.057(1e12) 

+0.09812 +0.03250114101602(MeM2) +0.07312 

-0.035311 -.0.02611 

A ((1 -0. 818 )Ml -0.049112 -0.04912 -0.0301e/12X .0165(11111M2) --0.03312 -0.04012 -A(1.0-0.64)E2 

- 38111127 
+0.017141. +0.01811 i. +0.011% +0.015Mx +A 0.26911 

-0.90911 -0.8181'l1 +0.8181 
1 

0.522111 11141.522M1 -0.26911 +0.269141 +0.13011 

-0.19212 -0.38412 +0.38412 0.537112<, 11.0.437m2 -0.6412 +0.64112 00.82112 
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Next, put two fictious forces F1 and P2 at B and D to prevent 

th: joints from translating laterally. In tbis case, the mo- 

ments due to the uniformly distributed, vertical load are: 

mF 
C 

mF 
CB 

wL2 
10 x (18) 2 = 270 

B = --- 
12 12 

MF 
D D 

= - MF WL 2 = 102)2 = 855 
C 

The balancing of the above moments is shown in Fig. 11 (e). 

4k 

. 

L322 
4P 

0 /)X // 

IV C3 

. gb 

43 , 
,5, 7% 1/4,0 

/1 
48 e 

0, 

Kp 

Fig. 11 (c). Moment distribution. 



Th. horizontal reaction at A - 

The horizontal reaction at E - 

31 

M AB 4. M BA 17.5 + 35 1.75kips 
30 

(573 ;286)= -28.63kiPs MDE + MED 

Taking D as a center of moment (3ee Fig. 11 (c).) and from 

Z M 
D 

10 x 50 x 25 -(28.63 - 1.75) x 30 + 286 - 17.5 kips 
= R L = 
23q 

50 

RR . 500 - 239 261 
kips 

P 
1 

is found by taking moment at C (in Fig. 11 (d).) 

I0 "41 

ail 734 Kip-ft 

C 

24' 

30 

Kip A 

1.7 3- 
ik--/ 175 Kip-P. 

Ki p 
239 

Fig. 11 (d). Free body diagram from joint, C, to joint, A. 

P1 
17.5 x 54 + 1.7+ 239 x 18 - 180 x 9 

1 
139.5kips 734 - 

P2 = 139.5 + 1.75 - 28.63 = 112.5 kips 

There remains now the corroction for the lateral restraint 

of points B and D. The consistent fixed-end moments indicated 

in Fig. 11 (b) are balanced by a series of distributions and 

carry-overs as shown in Table 1. /he restraints at B and D 



arl the vertical reactions at A ane E, corresponding to the 

moments in the last row cf Table 2, can be found as shown in 

Fig. 11 (e) and Fig. 11 (f). 

HA 
A 

k---' 0.909 Ms+ 0492 Mz 

0269 M.+ 0.64 M2 

32 

Fig. 11 (e). Free body diagram from joint, D to joint, A. 

HA nB A + AB 0.909M1 + 0.192M + 0.818M 
1 

+ 0.384M 2 
fi5 

0.0576M1 + C.0192M2 

(0.0576M1 + 0.0192Y ) x 30 -(0.269M1 + 0.64M2) (0.909M +0.189M 
R 

0.011M1 0.0051M2 
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05 22 0. 53 TA1Z 

C 

0.05r6M,t001921* A 
0.909MA-0.192M2 

I 

0.0 /l M,- 0.0051 M2 

Fig. 11 (f). Free body dielram from joint, C to joint, A. 

Marc 0 

(0.909111 + 0.192112)-(0.522M1 + C.537M2)-(0.0576M1+0.0192M2)x54 

24 

(0.011M, - 0.0051112) x 18 

24 

P1 u, 0.1052111 + 0.0607112 

3imilarly, P2 0.0608111 + 0.0897112 

)ince Pi . 139.5 kips P2 . 112.5 kips , the following two 

equations are obtained: 

0.1052111 + 0.0607112 139.5 

0.0608112 + 0.0897112 - 112.5 

1rib-ft M2 586 kip-ft Then: M 
1 

986 - - 

The final moments are obtained as the sum of the last row of 

Table 1, substituting Mi and M2 the numerical values, and the 

final moments in Fig. 11 (c). 
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Tbus: 

MA -0.909111-0.192112-17.5 

- -1026.5 kip-ft 

MBA 
-0.8181;1-0.384M2-35 

- 
-1066 kip-ft 

-MBC 

MCB 
0.522111 + 0.537112 -734 

Mai; 0.269111 + 0.64112 + 573 

MED 0.134111 + 0.82M2 + 286 

-(0.909x986 + 0.192x536)-17.5 

-818x986 -o.384x586 -35 = 

96 kiP8 -M CD 

1213 ki.;:-ft 

. 898 
kip-ft 

The points of zero moment in the sloipin ,Ire found as 

follows. (..;cite 11 (6).1 

69.75 Kill 

o 

69.15 t(iP 

102.6 Krff 8981(ip-fti 

I 
24-74 Kip 252.6 

1066 
kip-ft 

p-% 
69.75 

Kip 

A 69.75 Kip 

10265 Kip-ff 

Fig. 11 (g). Free body diagram and the reactions at the base. 
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x lj x 25 + 896 - xi 's 
a+ Z ME 0 V - 247.4 

50 

let M x 0 for the member BC 

1026.5 + 247.4x - 69.75 (30 + x x 

77.2 4. (77.2)2 - 5330 

- 
x 

X- 
5 

then x 1u.4' fror, t. B 

let J - 0 for the member DE. 

M 898 + 252.6x - 69.75 (30 x i4) - 5x2 . 0 

M 5x2 - 200x + 1194.5 = 0 x t 7.5' iron. 

f 11 (h). Moment diagram. Po3itive iement on the 
comixesLion side. 



MULTIPLE STORY BENT 

h2 

(a) 

36 

(b) (e) 

Fig. 12. Two-story bent and the auxiliary force systems, 

C111, Qin' 92" 

The bent of Fig. 12 will be analyzed by using auxiliary 

force systems Q1', Q2', Q1", Q2". The procedures to solve 

this kind of lent are: 

1. Fix all the joints against translation. 

2. Compute the required forces for (1). 

3. Analyze the counter-forces of (2) and compute their 
moments. 

4. Add all the moments due to (1) and (2). 

As in the usual procedure, find 411',A2', and Q3' in 

terms of L1' in order to solve for the fixed-end moments due to 

the translation without rotation shown in Fib. 12 (b). Next, 

express411,212", and Q3" in terms of Q" (Fig. 12 (c) ). 
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From the Williot type construction,411 .and 42' are obtained 

in terms of A. 

(tan 0X+ tan la) .s (hl=h0) 

LI, A, La6 

6 2, - zurg . LI 

Q 31 46'' 
BC 

CO8 AJ1 

6 1" m 06" 02.41) 
4'2 

2" - L 42.' 

A 
LAB 

la L.3" 4 3 2 

Numerical ex:Jm;,les are given as in Fig. 13 (a). 

l 

/000 
b 

A' 

ka2 

l 
1000 

b 9 

k =6 K-6 

(a) 

12' 

12 

(b) 

Fig. 13. Two-story bent with dimentions and auxiliary force 
system. 
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Assume 10, 

NBA NAB - -6E412 -6E -- -(6)(2) fi - -10.0 

N'A, "1 Mpg, . -(6)(2) (ig) - -10.0 

nAp - NASA +(6)(2) +10.0 

Solving the structure for these initial fixed-end momenta, 

obtain Table 2. The last line in this Table 2 was filled after 

m had been obtained at the end of the solution. 

Now solving Gil' and Q2' (See Fig. 13 (c) and (d). 

12 Q1' . 2(9.5) + 1.495 (12.17) + 1.44 (12.64) 

qi, . 4.61 kip 

Similarly, from Fig. 13 (d), Q2' 3.78 

12' 

A 

N 
% 

V6? 

5 r-- 
/.413-Kep 

04" 
8 

8.7 kip- fi 

(c) 

I 

I 
I 

I 

Kip ; 
4461 24' 

0 542 kip 

22 " f# 
(d) 

Fig. 13. Free body diagram. 



Table 2. 

D. F. 

F.E.M. 

r 
ifzircz 

C B A A' B 

= 
C' 

B 

0 

+2.5 

-0.3 

+2.2 

C 

0.5 

+5.0 

B' 

0.333 

+3.3 

A 

0.167 

-10.0 

+1.7 

B 

0.50 

-10.0 

A' 

0.50 

+10.0 

A 

0.50 

+10.0 

B' 

0.50 

-10.0 

A' 

0.167 

-10.0 

B 

0.333 

+1.7 

+2.8 

C' 

0.50 

44.1 

B' 

0 

+2.1 

+0.1 

+2.2 

+0.8 

-0.1 

-0.2 

-0.2 

-0.3 

-0.4 

+0.7 

-0.3 +1.4 

-0.7 

+1.4 

-0.5 -0.2 -0.1 

+0.1 

-0.1 -0.2 

+0.1 +0.2 

+0.1 

-0.1 

-9.5 +9.5 +9.5 -9.5 -8.7 +4.3 +4.4 +4.4 +4.3 +8.7 

0.75 +1.49 +1.46 -2.95 -3.22 +3.22 +3.22 -3.22 -2.95 +1.46 +1.4,14.0.75 
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Now consider the deflection 4", see Fig. 13 (e). 

Q's 2 

A5514Me 4'1= to" 

Fig. 13 (e). Deflections of joint B and B' while the other 
joints are fixed. 

M AB M BA 6 IC 
45 

" = 0 = +10 
12 

M M 6 (6)(10) 
BC CB 1 

-30 

M A'B' M 
a 

6 (2ii10) +10 

M M 6 6 (i(10) 
-30 B'C' C'B' a 

mBB, . 6 (4 4(10) .+10 

The list of balancing moments is as follows: 



Table 3. 

Joints C B A A' -----7- 
1 B' ;' 

I 
D. 2. 

B 

0 

C 

0.50 

B' 

0.333 

A 

0.167 

B 

0.5 

A' A B' 

0.5 

ii, 

0.167 

B 

0.533 

C' 
1 

j.5 

1 
, 

1 

- 

i 

-30 

+2.5 

+0.2 

+5 

+10 

+3.3 

+10 

+1.7 

+10 

+0.8 

-5.4 

0 

-5.4 

0 

-2.7 

-5.6 

+10 

-3.7 

+10 

-1.8 

+1.7 

+10 

+1.7 

+3.4 

-30 

+5.0 

-30 

+2.5 

+0.5 

+1.7 

+0.3 

-2.7 

+0.2 +0.1 

+0.9 

-1.8 

+0.8 

+0.2 

-0.5 

+0.8 

-0.5 

-0.2 +0.1 +0.1 

+0.4 

+0.1 

-0.2 

+0.1 

z -27.3 -24.5 +15.3 +9.6 +6.5 -6.5 -6.6 .+Q.6 +9.7 +15.2 -24.9 -27.5 
-vi x x 

-4,06 -3.65 +2.28 +1.43 +0.97 -0.97 -0.98 +0.98 +1.45 +2.26 -3.70 -4.10 1000 
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12' 

A 
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sr !%0 % 

I\ 6.5+6.6+16.1+16.3 . 3.79kiP 
i....v.-,7, ql" 81 12 

,,':---.36., A A' ----" ' 1 r 0''31 
4, 04. 

\-.49 ....} 
6. 3- w; P -f t 66 1447-ft 

Now, solving for Ql and 92" 

42 

Fig. 13 (f). Free body diagram for member AA'. 

24' 

61 

C 
442019, 

ft 

2731('P-ft 215 

Take moment at 0. 

= 0 

Then, Q2 = 15.34 kip 

Fig. 13 (g). Free body diagram above the member, BB'. 

To determine n and m: 

mQ1' + n91" 

mQ2' + n92" 

= 

= 

1000 

1000 
or 

4.61m 

3.78m 

+ 3.79n . 

+ 15.34n 

1000 

= 1000 

which give 

m = +339 

n = +148.8 

The final joint moments are obtained by using the values 

in the last rows of Tables 2 and 3. (Note: All values are in 

kip-ft.) 
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Ma +0.75 - 4.06 -3.31 

Mic +1.49 3.65 

MBBl +1.46 + 2.28 +3.74 

MBA - -2.95 + 1.43 -1.52 

MAB 3.22 + 0.97 2.25 

MAA'. +3.22 

MAIA. +3.22 

0.97 - +2.25 

0.98 +2,24 

m 
A'B' -3.22 + 0.98 -2.24 

-2.94 + 1.45 -1.50 

- +2.26 + 1.46 m +3.72 

Misc. +1.49 3.70 . -2.21 

m will .1 +0.75 -4.10 -3.35 

TWO-STAGE FRAMES 

To determine the moments for the frame of Fig. 14 (a). 

1. Prevent translation of points C and F by applying 

holding forces and (421 find fixed-end moments. Solve by 

using moment distribution. Check the shear equation to find 

the holding forces qi and Q2. (See Fig. 14 (b).) 

2. Introduce sidesway6 1 (Fig. 14 (c) ), determine the 

corresponding fixed-end moment and distribute moments. Find 

qi, and from from the equilibrium equations. 

3. Introduce sideswgy4 2. Find the corresponding fixed- 

end moments, distribute the moments, and determine and and Q2". 



h, 

h. 

77'7" TV," 

(c) (d) 

44 

Fig. 14. Two-stage frame with the auxiliary force systems. 

4. Introduce factors m and n such that 

111Q1' 11Q1" ql ° 

111Q2' 122" 4* '42 41 
0 

Knowing.; m and n, obtain the final moments by adding to the 

moments due to step 1, m times the comments due to step 2, and 

n times the moments due to step 3. 

Numerical example: Find the joint moments for the two- 

stage frame shown in Fig. 15 (a). 



45 

30 
Kip 

0.81 

0.61 

081. 

12 I 

4' 6' 
20 

ft 

Fig. 15 (a). Two-stage frame with dimenSione. 

6tep 1. Compute the fixed-end moments and distribute 

thea as in Table 4. 
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o 

C/e 

a 

C/T 
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El 

c7T 

_ a 

58C5T9'0 

F 

6T9+78C*0 

V 

0 a a a 

troT4nerra4sTp 411emcm 't aTquI 
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HCG gm -100 -A(66.66667 - 32.12232) -117.2722 

MBE - A MEB 5.19993 x A +2.59996 

al 
and Q2 

are found as shown in Fig. 15 (b). 

30.4.247 K.f, 
/2' Mil 16P 4# 3 

+--- 
2. /22 3 kip -ft 

30 Kit 
6...6o63 Kip 

5.6063 Kip 

244.910# Kip 

C 1,9.044/ K;p-f1 
Kip 41--- Q2s Sti.19 

6.67/S-Kg' 549 99 Kip- 4- 

A 

- 
1.1/27 Kir 

Kip- 
2.5-909 5 

2,1,9 Kip 

b2999" 20K;f4i 
vt-- 1.1/27 Kip / OM PP11-1 / 7. 2722 Ks.? -f1 

step 2. Fig. 15 (b). :hear analysis. 

Fig. 15 (a). Assume joints F and G deflect. 

Assume sidosway of F and G to be A as shown in 

Fig. 15 (a). The fixed-end moments and moments distribution 

are listed in Table 5. 
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m CG -200 

and ';,2* 

+ 92(200-172.20642) x 0.26892977 Tn -50.04869 

are obtained as shown in Fig. 15 (d). 

Kip- ft 
#8.1065 

8,0177 Kit' 

80177 P 

C.-- 2976180 Kir fl 
183.73u8 KiP 

199.7356K'P 
46/.324* Kit-ft Kir 

24# /80.5" 

249.114,99 Kip- ft 
62. 4624- Kip 

62.4 X241. 

124. 9247 Kip- ff 

2iE. 16 (d) 

= 225. 5-667 Ks? 

/72.206ftcip-fi 
35:9309 Kip 

3s:9309Kit 

v."--1/8G./032 fl 
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step 3. Assume sides.ad of the joints D and h to be 4 2 

as shown in the Fig. 15 (e). The fixed-end moments and the 

moments distributel are listed in the Table 7. 

Fig. 15 (e). .s.ame joints D and E deflect laterally. 



D. F. 

11X.X 

Table 6. Moment distribution. 

D E F G 

A E D B F E G F C 

0.384615 0.615385 1/3 1/3 1/3 2/3 1/3 1/2 1/2 

+1.000 +2.400 -3600 -3.600 

-384.165 -615.385 +400 +400 +400 +2400 +12_;0 

+200.00 -307.6925 +1200 +200 +600 

-76.923 -123.077 -297.4358 -297.4358 -297.4358 -133.3333 -66.66667 -300 -500 

'-148.7179 -61.5385 -66.66667 -148.7178 -150 -33.33333 

+57.19914 +91.51876 +42.73506 +42.73506 +42.73506 +199.1452 +99.5726 +16.66667 +16.66667 

+21.36753 +45.75938 +99.5726 +21.36753 +8.33333 +49.7863 

-8.21827 -13.14926 -48.44399 -48.44399 -43.44399 -19.80058 -9.90029 -24.8932 -24.8932 

-24.22199 -6.57463 -9.90029 -24.22199 -12.4466 -4.95014 

+9.31614 +14.90585 +5.49164 +5.49164 +5.49164 +24.44572 +12.22286 +2.47507 +2.47507 

+2.74582 +7.45292 +12.22286 +2.74582 +1.23753 +6.11143 

-1.05608 -1.68974 -6.55859 -6.55859 -6.55859 -2.65556 -1.32778 -3.05571 -5.05571 

-3.27929 -0484487 -1.32778 -3.27929 -1.52785 -0.66389 
+1.26126 +2.01803 +0.72422 +0.72422 +0.72422 +3.20476 +1.60238 +0.33194 +0.33194 

+596.96419 -596.96419 -226.92566 4249651254 -2269.58674 -1081.0995 +1081.0995 +313.42537 -3/3.42s37 

-20.42028 +20.42028 
+7.762421 -85.39788 1.77.63546 +36.98103 -36.98103 -10.7213 +10.7213 
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1 " and .," are found as shown in 2i F. 15 (f). 

r- L., /Qv. o9.93" Kip -fi 
837 67/5 Kit, 

5-96 964.2 p--- 

99.4940 XiP 

4--- 
99.491to 

937.6713. " 
7269 5867 kv-- ft 

i6.17 

02= /Z1/2137 

2496.5125K:p -ff 
824 1281 t('P 

'1- 824.1281 

2448.2563 Kir fl 
g. 15 (f). -hear 

K jp 

0,*=. 883..9#-28 " 
C 30 8. 4752 Kip- ft 

46. 2712 Kip 

--,. 46.2712 Pc' P 

I54 2376 /..P 

analysis. 

= 11GC = 
2400 + h(2496.51254-2400) = 2448.25627 

11. MBE= 2 448.2562 7X 0.03420607) = -83.747184 

The follo.ing ejuations are obtained according to the 

figures from 15 (b) to 15 (f). 

225.56676m + 883.94284n - 30.4247 

244.18053m + 1761.2937n = 5.41907 

m = 0.268929 

n =-0.03420687 

The correction moments are listed in the last row of 

table 5 and 6. 
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The final joints moments 

MAD =0 
M 
DA 

. -6.67652 

MDE = +6.67652 

MFD = -15.24349 

M EB . +5.19993 

MEP in +10.0441 

MFE +12.3811 

= -32.12232 M GF 

-3.6371 M GC 

. -117.2722 M CG 

M B . +2.59996 E 

are now 

- 12.93729 

+ 12.93729 

+ 56.87179 

+ 67.19208 

- 124.06386 

- 80.03856 

+ 46.31143 

- 5C.04869 

given by: 

- 20.42028 = -40.0341 

+ 20.42028 . +40.0341 

+ 7.76242 . +49.39072 

- 85.39788 . -13.00587 

+ 77.63546 = -36.38 

+ 36.98103 it 30.6764 

- 10.7213 = +3.4677 

+ )x10.7213 . -161.960 

- 83.74718 = -47.55118 + 

Moment at the i.oint of 30 K load 

3 QL2a29222119t2al) x 2 - 40.0341 4 

. +38.6783 K 



fe. Ff 

3 446 (G. 

4ao 

I1 6.76 w'f' 

M i n 477 sect Member et C 45. 

ikex 4-1 ' Mippex = 52.7 '1/4-1P -1/4 h = /6.76 x" +3.44 - . Lei* =o 
3 

20 KIP /{-1 

Wisp -F71 
C /6/. 96 

83211-wf 
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4t- x= 7:2 / H. 

30.7 f+ 3.4g 
kip -# 

476 K' ft 16/.96 tcvp - ff 

Fig. 15 (g). Moment diagram. 

4:I 

3.1 
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CONCLUSION 

The moment distribution method is a method of successive 

corrections and is either approximate or exact to any desired 

degree depending on the number of corrections made in the com- 

putations. 

r,roblems involving joint translations are usually solved 

most readily by the indirect method, by which moments through- 

out the frlme, consistent with its dimensions and the make-up 

of its members, are first determined. In this, the relative 

value of the sideaway for each member is found b, the construc- 

tion of a williot tyi.e diarram. 

In addition to the moment distribution met' od, there are 

many other methods, such as the slope-deflection method, energy 

method, and virtual work method, but the moment distribution 

method is one of the most convenient t000ls to solve the stati- 

cally indeterminate structural problems. 
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The report is mainly concerned with the :i.tudy of fLoiaents 

in the structural members which compose structural buildings, 

i.e., bridges and buildings. The structur=al ilembers carry 

loads which may be moving live loads or dead loads, or may be 

both of them. But from the practical point of view, most live 

loads in civil engineering are converted into the equivalent 

dead loads so that the analysis of stresses and strain is much 

simplified. 

The structures treated in this report are mostly statical- 

ly indeterminate, i.e., their change of strain and stress can- 

not be found by the usual static method. In other words, there 

are more than three unknowns in the problem where there are 

only three static equations, i.e., the equilibrium equations of 

summation of moments, of horizontal components of forces and 

vertical comlionents of forces, whereas, the three equations are 

not sufficient for the unknowns which are more than three. 

hence, the deflection of the structure comes into consideration. 

By constructing a Alliot diagram, the ap;roximate deflections 

of the structural members are found. Then the fixed-end mo- 

ments, corresponding to the deflections obtained from the 

.illiot diasraw, are established. 

To the study of the structural analysis, the establishment 

of the moment diagram is pre-reiuisite. There are many methods 

for the solution of the moment diagram. Among them, the moment 

distribution method is one of the most convenient, especially 



in the recion where no computor is available. 

Lfter the eneral procedure of a,oment distribution method 

was made clear, the writer illustrates a few Ialoblems of typi- 

cal frames with sidesway. They are simple bent, gable frame, 

two-story and two-stage frames. With the help of setting aux- 

iliary force systems, the moment distribution method shows its 

easiness and convenience in solvi7g two-story an:1 two-stage 

frames. 


